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The State of the
Referendum Race
John Curtice
NatCen Social Research and Strathclyde University

The Polls To Date

A Continued Divergence
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An Apparent Swing to Remain?

The Changed Balance of Phone
and Internet Polls
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Looking At Polls Individually
% Remain (excl. DKs)

Change in % Remain
since April*

Survation

54

-1

YouGov

50

0

ICM
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-1

ORB
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+7

Opinium
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ComRes
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ICM (phone)
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TNS
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AVERAGE

-4
+0.8

Excluding effect of methods changes
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Have Tory Supporters Moved?
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Labour Voters Unmoved
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The Age Gap Is Little Changed
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The Importance of Education
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Little Change in Economic
Perceptions (YouGov)

Even According to ORB
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Immigration Continues to be a
Leave Issue

Key Points
• The psychology of the campaign has changed because:
• There are now relatively more (pro-Remain) phone polls
• Methods tweaks have favoured Remain

• There might have been a small swing to Remain in
recent weeks, but not a ‘tipping point’
• Perhaps a little progress by Remain amongst Tory
supporters but the party’s supporters are still badly
split
• Not clear that the various warnings have influenced
economic perceptions
• Remain are probably narrowly ahead (as they always
have been?) but maybe no more than that
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The ‘Brexit’ Ground War: The Electoral Geography of the Leave and Remain Campaigns
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Summary
This briefing discusses the evolution of the EU referendum campaign between 1 January and 18 May
2016. It uses an original dataset that includes nearly 3,000 local campaign events to explore two key
issues: (1) where the Leave and Remain campaigns have been visiting; and (2) who is currently winning
the ‘ground war’ in the campaign. The main argument is that while both sides are targeting a wide
range of areas, Remain is out-campaigning Leave on the ground. Moreover, the Remain campaign is
doing a better job of implementing a mobilisation strategy, a fact that could skew the outcome in their
favour.
Data
This briefing draws on an original dataset assembled by Matthew Goodwin (Kent), Caitlin Milazzo
(Nottingham) and Laura Sudulich (Kent). Data collection was supported by funding from the Faculty
of Social Sciences at the University of Kent and the Centre of British Politics and School Politics and
International Relations at the University of Nottingham. The dataset includes 2,920 local campaign
Leave and Remain events that have taken place since January 2016. The events include leafleting,
door-to-door canvassing, street stalls, public meetings/speeches, and rallies. In the analyses presented
below, we have matched the local events to the parliamentary constituencies (i.e., ‘areas’) in which
they take place.
The Evolution of the Campaign
Since the start of the year, there have been nearly
3,000 local events related to the EU referendum.
Prior to the formal campaign period, 695 events
had already taken place throughout the country.
However, since the start of the official referendum period on 15 April, there has been rapid
growth in the number of events held per week by
both sides, something we can expect to continue
in the weeks to come. Moreover, the campaign
has steadily diffused across the country. After the
5th week of the campaign, 79 per cent of all areas
in Britain had seen at least one event take place
in the area.
When we look at the distribution of the events
across regions, we see that the largest share of
events has taken place in London (26 per cent),
followed by the South East (17 per cent). The area
covered by the constituency of the Cities of London and Westminster has seen more than 50
events, more than any other area of the country.

Indeed only two areas in London had seen no local campaign events. By contrast, Scotland has been
the least targeted area, with 49 per cent of areas having no events, followed by Yorkshire and the
Humber (39 per cent) and the North West (35 per cent).
How are the events distributed across the two campaigns?
Organisations favouring Brexit (e.g., Vote Leave, Leave.EU, Grassroots Out) have conducted 1,162
events since January 2016 (843 during the official referendum period). This equates to approximately
1.8 events per area. The largest concentration of Leave events has taken place in London (25 per cent)
and the South East (23 per cent), but the coverage of areas across the remaining regions has been
skewed. Only four regions – East Midlands, London South East, and Wales – have seen Leave events
in more than 2/3 of the areas in the region.
The coverage of Remain campaign events has been higher and more diffused. There have been 1,758
Remain events since January 2016 (1,382 during the official referendum period), or roughly 2.8 per
area. With the exception of the first official week of the referendum period, the Remain campaign has
held, on average, 140 more events per week than the Leave campaign. The largest concentration of
Remain campaign events has taken place in London (26 per cent). Outside of London, there has been
a relatively even distribution of events across regions. This is also reflected in Remain’s coverage of
areas within regions. Remain events have reached more than two-thirds of the areas in seven regions
– London, the North East, the North West, the South East, the South West, Wales and the West Midlands.

Who is winning on the ground?
Our analysis of the nearly 3,000 local campaign events suggests that Remain is out-campaigning Leave
on the ground. A comparison of the number of Leave and Remain events held by area indicates that
the Remain campaign has consistently had held more events than the Leave campaign, and they have
done so in a larger number of areas. After the first official week of the referendum period, there were

only modest differences between the two campaigns – the
Remain campaign had held more events in 187 areas, while
the Leave campaign had held more events in 163 areas. However, in recent weeks the gap between the two camps has
grown substantially. By the conclusion of the fifth week of
the official campaign period, Remain was now out-campaigning Leave in 286 areas, while Leave was out-campaigning Remain in only 177 areas.
Looking across all regions, Leave was ahead in just one: the
East Midlands. The Remain campaign, on the other hand, was
dominating in six regions, including London, the North East,
the North West, the South West, the West Midlands, and
Yorkshire and the Humber. There are no meaningful differences in depths of the two campaigns in the East of England,
Scotland, the South East, or Wales.
More importantly, our analysis suggests that the Remain
campaign is making smarter choices about where it is holding
its events. The Remain campaign has consistently targeted areas where a larger share of the population is expected to support Britain’s continued membership in the EU. After the fifth
week of the campaign, 41 per cent of all of Remain events had
taken place in areas highly favourable to the Remain campaign, while just 22 per cent of their events had taken place in areas where an overwhelming majority
of the population is expected to vote for Brexit. The events held by the Leave campaign are more
evenly distributed. Indeed, an equal number of Leave events (30 per cent) took place in areas highly
favourable to Remain and areas highly favourable to Brexit.
Does this difference matter? We believe it does. If the two campaigns are seeking to implement a
mobilisation strategy – that is, they want to mobilise individuals who favour their position to come
out to vote – then Remain is arguably making more strategic choices by avoiding areas where they are
unlikely to mobilise large numbers of their own supporters. Moreover, mobilisation events are likely
to have a greater impact when they are held in densely populated areas, as they can reach more people with less effort. Thirty-two per cent of all Remain events have taken place in densely populated,
highly pro-EU areas. In comparison, only three per cent of all Leave events have taken place in the
most urban and highly-Eurosceptic areas.
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Tracking the campaign
• As of 18 May, nearly 3,000 local events held
• What kind of events?
•
•
•
•

Leafleting
Canvassing
Street stalls
Public meetings/rallies

• What can these events tell us?
• Where are the campaigns visiting?
• Who is winning on the ground?
2

The campaign gains ground
Time
Prior to 15 April

Total events No events
(N)
(%)
695

47

1

1,002

39

2

1,427

32

3

1,706

30

4

2,226

25

5

2,920

21

Official campaign weeks

3

1
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Leave events over time
Time

Events held

Prior to 15 April

319

Official campaign weeks
1

166

2

154

3

74

4

203

5

246

Total (official campaign)

843

Total (all)

1,162
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Remain events over time
Time

Events held

Prior to 15 April

376

Official campaign weeks
1

141

2

272

3

205

4

317

5

447

Total (official campaign)

1,382

Total (all)

1,758
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Who is winning on the ground?
Time

Leave
Ahead

Remain
Ahead

Remain
advantage

131

168

+37

1

163

187

+24

2

168

218

+50

3

174

214

+40

4

170

260

+90

5

177

286

+109

Prior to 15 April
Official campaign weeks
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Who is making smarter choices?
• Remain targeting more pro-EU areas
• 41% of events in areas likely to support remaining in the EU
• 22% of events in areas likely to support Brexit

• Leave events more diffused
• 30% of events in areas likely to support remaining in the EU
• 30% in areas likely to support Brexit

• Two tactics: Mobilisation vs. persuasion
• Urban areas make better targets for mobilisation
• 32% of Remain events in densely-populated, highly pro-EU areas
• Only 3% of Leave events in densely-populated, highly Eurosceptic areas
7

Summary
• Ground war now covering 79 per cent of all areas in Britain
• Average N of events per area = 4.6
• More events in London/South East vs. the North/Scotland

• Remain currently out-campaigning Leave on the ground
• More events in more places
• Better choices in locations

• Campaign likely to solidify the chances of a Remain victory
8
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What drives the Leave vote?

Matthew Goodwin @GoodwinMJ

Where Brexit is losing the argument (net scores)

Where Brexit is winning the argument (net scores)
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Competing motives

AntiAnti-immigration sentiments by EU
referendum vote choice (%)

‘Very strong’ national identity by EU
referendum vote choice (%)
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What predicts support for Brexit?

What predicts support for Brexit (Pt II)?

And perhaps could win further…
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A referendum that will cast a long shadow?

Thanks!
@GoodwinMJ

Alternative economic models:

What is being advocated?
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Model I: European Economic Area (EEA)
The so-called “Norway option” or the “soft exit” route
Open trade, access to single market and economic integration but avoid political integration
Access to internal market but exceptions from agricultural, fishing, etc.
Straightforward –legal agreement long in place- a ‘de-risked’ option
But… no fundamental change in economic relationship with EU
Broadly comparable financial contributions per head to EU
Still obliged to impose EU law as the price of single market access
Lose voice - exclusion from “democratic” EU arenas, Commission, Council, EP, etc.
The poisoned chalice of immigration – free movement, most unpopular aspect, remains

Model II: “European Free Trade Association Plus”
The so-called “Swiss option” or “Britzerland”
Rejoin EFTA, remain outside of EEA and forge tailored bilateral deal
Point to fact that alongside EU Switzerland has opened markets worth €40 trillion
Britain would similarly supplement EFTA with additional bilateral arrangements
Non-EU trade conducted under EFTA, FTAs or separate bilateral deals
NAFTA & the ‘Commonwealth Connection’ -54 nations, 2 billion, English & institutions
But clear complications… six years to forge SW-EU deal
Not clear what would happen to services -London- which are not covered by Swiss deal
Despite public opinion, free movement exemption under threat
EU trying to push Switzerland closer to EEA - Brexit to strengthen Swiss hand?

Model III: A Bespoke Package
Most unclear of all three but also the most popular! (and official position of Vote Leave)
Britain signs its own FTA with the EU as largest
Gove: “Britain would forge its own deal with the EU… a continent-wide free-trade area — embracing a wide
range of bilateral deals…core of new arrangement” (Apr 16)
Point to Canada that has signed 10 trade deals since 2009
Aim is tariff-free access for UK exporters and importers to EU markets
Australian-based points system for immigration
Questions remain: whether FTA will cover services, on which Britain relies heavily
Other states will be wary of signing FTAs until Britain-EU trade deal concluded
EU will play hardball with Britain to prevent contagion
Replacing EU with FTA, like EU-Canada deal, GDP in 2030 falls by 6.2% (vs staying in EU) -Treasury
The more extreme option – “walk away” into the WTO
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Further slides for Question & Answer
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These notes address two distinct issues:
•

•

The Dynamics of Public Opinion during Referendum Campaigns: Public opinion tends to move
somewhat towards the status quo during referendum campaigns. But there is enormous
variation between referendums. This is probably a referendum in which we should expect
some shift towards the status quo, but not a large one.
What Would Happen after a Brexit Vote?: There are multiple important issues, including when
(or whether) Article 50 would be invoked, what impact it would have, and how the result
would play out in the devolved nations.

The Dynamics of Public Opinion during Referendum Campaigns
Analysis of polling data and referendum results from all democratic countries over the last quarter
century identifies two important patterns:
•

•

The status quo option tends to do better in the actual referendum vote than in the polls.
Support for the status quo tends to rise in the final stages of the campaign. And the vote for
the status quo tends to be higher than even the final polls capture.
There is enormous variation in these patterns across different referendums. Some produce
huge shifts towards the status quo of 30 or 40 percentage points, while others show little
change or moves in the opposite direction. The average change across all referendums is
small – only a little over 1 percentage point in the final 30 days before the vote.

The factors underpinning these patterns are not all clear, but some points can be made:
•
•

•

The largest changes occur in referendums on issues that have previously received little public
attention. This does not really apply to the issue of EU membership.
Shifts towards the status quo are spurred, at least in part, by growing awareness of and
concern about the risks associated with change. There are indeed clear risks in the case of
Brexit, which the Remain campaign is seeking to emphasize.
At the same time, shifts towards the status quo can be undermined if campaigners for the
change option argue that the status quo is not in fact stable. This is what Leave campaigners
are doing in arguing that the EU itself is changing in various ways.

Overall, these considerations suggest that we should expect some shift towards the status quo in the
final month of the campaign. But any such prognostication is laced with high uncertainty.
Full details of my referendum forecast – which draws on the analysis above and is produced jointly
with Stephen Fisher – are available at electionsetc.com. On the same site, Stephen Fisher and Rosalind
Shorrocks are maintaining a Combined EU Referendum Forecast, which summarizes the various
approaches to and sources of referendum forecasts.

What Would Happen after a Brexit Vote?
A vote for Brexit would have major political ramifications. These notes address three key questions.
Would Article 50 be invoked, and, if so, when?
Article 50 is the part of the Lisbon Treaty that sets out the process through which a member state can
withdraw from the EU. That state notifies the European Council of its intention to withdraw, after
which a two-year negotiation window opens. The state’s EU membership ends either when a
withdrawal agreement has been concluded or when the two-year period has elapsed.
The Prime Minister has said that he would invoke Article 50 immediately after a Leave victory in the
referendum. By contrast, Vote Leave have suggested they think the UK could leave without invoking
Article 50 at all.
There is no reason to invoke Article 50 immediately: this is a matter of discretion for the withdrawing
state, and it would make sense for the UK to prepare its negotiating team and position first.
But there is no serious alternative to invoking Article 50. Its terms (see below) tilt the negotiating
table in favour of the remaining member states; those states therefore have no reason to agree to
talk with the UK on any terms other than those set out in Article 50. So Article 50 will need to be
invoked before serious negotiations can begin.
How would Article 50 affect the negotiations?
The two-year limit on negotiations tilts the balance of power in favour of the continuing member
states. If no deal is struck within that time, the UK will automatically leave the EU without any kind of
free-trade agreement, which, under WTO rules, would require imposition of tariffs. That would be
damaging for all sides, but most damaging for the UK. The two-year period can be extended, but only
with the consent of every member state. The UK might therefore find itself caught in a game of
brinksmanship where the dangers of pushing too far are greater for itself than for the other countries.
It might have to buy certain countries off with concessions. We should therefore presume that the
UK will not get exactly the deal that it wants.
How would the result affect devolution and the Union?
Polls suggest that support for ongoing EU membership is much higher in Scotland and Northern
Ireland, and somewhat higher in Wales, than it is in England. This opens up two possibilities: first, that
the UK as a whole votes to Leave while Scotland and Northern Ireland (and perhaps Wales) vote to
Remain; second, that the UK as a whole votes to Remain while England votes to Leave.
Each of these scenarios would create considerable disaffection among voters on the losing side who
believe the result violates the wishes of their nation. There has been much talk of a second Scottish
independence referendum as the likeliest by-product of this. But the path to such a referendum is far
from straightforward. Perhaps more likely is that the Union becomes more fractious and distrustful,
but also, simultaneously, harder to break apart.
One particular difficulty concerns the devolution statutes – the laws that established the Scottish
Parliament, the Welsh Assembly, and the Northern Ireland Assembly. All say that these bodies cannot
pass laws that are incompatible with EU law. A clean break from the EU would require these rules to
be amended, which, by convention, would require the devolved bodies’ consent. There is every
reason to think such consent would be refused, particularly in Scotland. In that circumstance, to
impose amendments from Westminster would risk a constitutional crisis.
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The Dynamics of Public Opinion during
Referendum Campaigns
Fisher-Shorrocks Combined
EU Referendum Forecast
Remain

Leave

Betting markets

54.4

45.6

Polls

52.1

47.9

Expert forecasts

56.0

44.0

Volunteer forecasts

54.2

45.8

Poll-based models

54.6

45.4

Other models

51.8

48.2

Combined (mean)

53.8

46.2

Fisher-Renwick Referendum
Forecast Model
Fisher-Renwick

Remain

Leave

55

45

opinion tends to shift towards the
status quo as referendums approach
even final polls tend to understate
support for the status quo
go to electionsetc.com for details and
updates

What Would Happen after a Brexit
Vote?
Article 50

Domestic Politics

Would it be necessary to
invoke it? If so, when?

How would a split in the
vote between the nations
affect the Union?

How would it affect the
negotiations over the terms
of Brexit?

Could there be a second
referendum?
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